TOUR ITINERARY
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND FACULTY SEMINAR

DATE
7/28 Fri Meet at 10:40 a.m. at Holiday Inn Crossroads on Staples Mill
Take 11:00 Groome shuttle to National airport
DCA/JFK via Pan Am Flt 4784 (1410-1525 hrs)
JFK/DBV via JAT Flt 541 (1800-0830 hrs)

7/29 Sat Arrive DUBROVNIK at 8:30 a.m. Afternoon—city tour of
Dubrovnik. Overnight at Hotel Lero ((38) 050-23777).
Services in Dubrovnik include transfers to/from airport & half-
board (breakfast & dinner).

7/30 Sun DUBROVNIK
Day-long Montenegro tour.

7/31 Mon DUBROVNIK
Meetings.

8/1 Tue DUBROVNIK

8/2 Wed DUBROVNIK to Belgrade via JAT Flt 723 (0740-0825 hrs)
BELGRADE/MOSCOW via JAT Flt 132 (1000-1500 hrs)
Overnight at Hotel Intourist (203-0131; 203-4007)
Moscow Group Reference #4-132053-US-2/8-VL

8/3 Thurs MOSCOW
Services in Moscow include breakfasts, transfers from airport & to
rail station, city tour & Kremlin/Armoury walking tour.

8/4 Fri MOSCOW

8/5 Sat MOSCOW, then Overnight Rail, MOSCOW/LENINGRAD

8/6 Sun arr LENINGRAD
Leningrad Group Reference #50-90094-US-6/8-LI
Overnight at Hotel Leningrad (542-9031; 542-9123)
Services in Leningrad include breakfasts, transfers from rail station &
to airport, Hermitage, Petrodvorets, & city tours.

8/7 Mon LENINGRAD

8/8 Tues LENINGRAD
AIR, LENINGRAD/MOSCOW (SU2444-0425-0545 hrs—yes that means 4:25 a.m.!). Transfer to SU101 (MOSCOW/WARSAW 0900-0900 hrs). Warsaw sightseeing beginning at 14:00 hours. Overnight in WARSAW at the Holiday Inn.

Poland services include breakfasts, Wilanow, Royal Castle and Warsaw/Krakow city tours, transfers to/from Warsaw airport.

8/10 Thurs
WARSAW
Excursion to Wilanow beginning at 1000 hrs.

8/11 Fri
Morning Rail, WARSAW/KRAKOW (departs Warsaw Central at 0615 hrs). City Sightseeing beginning at 1400 hrs.
Overnight in KRAKOW at the Holiday Inn ((48)375-044).

8/12 Sat
KRAKOW, then evening rail to WARSAW (departs 1905-2155 hrs). Overnight at Holiday Inn-WARSAW

8/13 Sun
WARSAW

8/14 Mon
Transfer to airport for WARSAW/NEW YORK via LOT Flt 6 (1050-1430 hrs), then connecting flight NEW YORK/ WASHINGTON via Pan Am Flt 4779 (1730-1845 hrs)